WINTER 2017 RENTAL TERMS AND POLICY

**TEXTBOOK RENTAL ONLY - NO EXTENSION TO DATE - NO OPTION TO BUY**

**NON-RETURN REPLACEMENT COST WILL BE CHARGED AGAINST MY GUARANTEED TENDER**

**ALL RENTALS RETURNED FOR REFUND MUST BE IN MINT CONDITION PER REFUND POLICY OR NO REFUND**

Full Terms of Rental Agreement:

1. I am renting and am in receipt of the rental book(s) shown on the receipt.

2. I understand that the return policies of the store also apply to all rental items. I acknowledge that the book(s), even if used, is to remain in good condition.

3. I acknowledge the non-return 'replacement cost' appears on the receipt. REPLACEMENT COST SHOWING ON RECEIPT REFLECTS RETAIL PRICE OF TEXTBOOK RENTED, new or used, which ever was rented. I will be charged the amount showing for not returning the textbook on or by the rental due date.

4. I will return the book to the Bookstore no later than the rental return due date listed below - there can be no exceptions to this date due to guidelines set by vendor partnerships. If I need to ship the book, it must be received at the Bookstore no later than the return due date, shipping prepaid. Any other return will be rejected.

5. I will return the book in good salable condition as determined by the Bookstore. All CDs and other component parts included with this book, must be present and in salable condition as determined by the store upon return. Very limited highlighting and writing are acceptable.

6. I am responsible for risk of loss from any cause, including theft, lost item(s), or return in unsalable condition, such as damage caused by liquids (rain, snow, coffee, juice, etc.), fire (scorched), chemical spills, tooth marks (rodents, pets, etc.), missing component parts, and spine damage.

7. If I am late or if I fail to return the book, I will pay the Bookstore the non-return replacement cost as shown on the receipt and any applicable sales taxes, at any time after the rental return due date. I authorize the Bookstore to charge the same credit card account that was left as the deposit account to make this payment.

8. I will not exceed the limit or cancel the credit card above until all the rented materials are either returned to the Bookstore or the fees indicated above are been paid in full.

9. Rental textbooks for WINTER 2017 MUST BE RETURNED ON OR BEFORE May 2, 2017 by 4:30 p.m, NO EXCEPTIONS/EXTENTION TO THIS DATE. All non-returned rentals after this date will be charged rental replacement cost as stated above.

10. Copy of the rental receipt must accompany all returns or textbook will not be checked-in.